Energize Your Classroom with Emotionally Engaging Teaching

Emotions arrest attention, motivate behavior, and encourage memory consolidation. How can teachers harness the power of emotion to enliven students’ curiosity, mobilize their efforts, transform their understanding, and enhance their long-term learning?

In the halls of the academy, emotions often are viewed as suspect. We’ve been led to believe that they are enemies of logic, of rational thought.

But emotions evolved to predispose our actions, to tag certain information as worthy of attention and remembrance, and to motivate our approach or avoidance of situations, people, and goals. In essence, emotions tell us what we care about, where and how we should invest our time.

In other words, if we intentionally think about emotion when designing courses, crafting syllabi, choosing class activities, designing assignments, and honing our presentation style, we can help students direct their limited resources to the task of learning.

In following pages we’ll consider the pillars of emotionally engaged teaching as well as examples embodying these principles.

Emotional Hooks

Cognitive load theory suggests that cognitive resources like attention and working memory are limited in nature. When we attempt to learn new things, these resources are spread among different demands: some toward just figuring out the task—reading the assigned essay or deciphering the lab instructions. Some toward accomplishing learning—realizing insights, solving problems. Yet other resources must go toward extraneous details, or distractions. If you word your problem poorly, you are taxing your students’ cognitive resources. The phone buzzing in their pocket, their worry about a trig exam after your class, their daydreams—these all tax resources.

To help students learn, we want to be sure they’re dedicating as many resources as possible to the process of accruing new knowledge. One
technique is to minimize those dedicated to distractions. And one of the best ways to do that is engage their interest emotionally.

Anne Arundel Community College professor Kentina Smith writes of introducing topics with a “hook” designed to engage student interest and curiosity. These include “brief content teasers, relevant activities, stories, songs, provocative questions, headlines, current events, images, demonstrations, videos, or case studies designed to stimulate interest, curiosity, and active interaction with information that can be connected to course concepts.”

Hooks work because they engage emotions. They get students curious, outraged, passionate—and ready to work.

Beginning a section of material in this way directs student attention to the material rather than to extraneous distraction. If you engage emotions by choosing hooks relevant to their interests or future careers, you can tap into their values and motivate them to work harder. And if they are interested, they will direct more of their cognitive resources to the work.

HOW TO DO IT: Using emotional hooks might look like provocative questions, music, film clips, current events or controversies. None of these need cheapen your material or the intellectual challenge involved.

One example I love was shared during a workshop at Northern Illinois University. An audience member, who teaches future nurses, shared that at the start of a particularly dry course segment, she asks recent graduates to visit class and share vivid stories about how they use these skills in the field. This brings the material to life for her students, she said, and she always sees a boost in motivation afterward.

Another example is from two of my science colleagues: Brian Niece and James Hauri. For an intro chemistry lab, they have students go on a mini-field trip to a local grocery store to procure swordfish. They then test the fish, comparing its mercury levels to federal guidelines. With this simple tweak to a standard assignment, they evoke students’ interest and concern. Everyone waits with bated breath for the lab results!

Be Contagious

Many of us were attracted to the life of the mind because we enjoy intellectual thought in solitary spaces. Many of us also are serious sorts, valuing authenticity and deliberate conversations. Probably for this reason, I often meet with resistance when I suggest that if you are a college instructor, part of your job is as performance artist.

TALES FROM REAL LIFE: A COMMUNITY OF LEARNERS

My psychology career launched during high school in Cheryl LePain’s AP Psychology course. There were only eight of us in the class, and we formed a tight collective with LePain at the center. On Wednesdays after long days of studying, my classmates and I would run to Taco Bell before regrouping for after-school hours with LePain. Not only that, but independently we kindled up a study group that met for even more hours, tossing each other stale fortune cookies from someone’s ill-fated stint as a waiter in a Chinese restaurant while quizzing each other with flash cards.

LePain’s teaching embodied all of what several decades later I would argue are the pillars of emotionally engaged teaching. She inspired us to form a learning community. She frequently told relevant stories. Her enthusiasm was infectious—she spoke passionately about Freud and neuroscience, ancient phrenologists and current diagnostic manual committee members, Pavlov and psychopharmacology. By challenging us and provoking our opinions, she made us feel that—as new as we were to the topic—we marched hand-in-hand with neuroscientists and clinicians to understand the human condition. As poet and scholar of education Kathleen Quinlan once wrote, “By putting students into relationship with the subject and its key authors and ideas, we are inviting them to join this community of scholars and sending the message that they, too, can become authors of their own ideas.” We felt we were joining a worldwide community of scholars united by a passion to decrypt the mysteries of the mind.

LePain energized our classroom through principles familiar to emotion scientists; principles available to all willing to investigate and apply them.
I think this resistance stems from two misconceptions: one, that I am saying your teaching should be an inauthentic show; and two, that there is only one way to be a good performer, and it involves a lot of high energy and hijinks.

In fact, a true actor doesn’t adopt a false persona—and there is no one way to be passionate about your material. If you reflect on your own favorite instructors, you may recall some who were soothing and reflective, others buoyant, and even some intimidating and shouty. But I feel confident that all possessed and displayed a love of their subject that you found infectious.

In a paper on emotional contagion, Melanie Keller and colleagues argue that almost anytime you ask anyone about favorite teachers, the term enthusiasm comes up. “The term usually is applied to those teachers who had a certain, contagious fire in them,” they write, “who burned for their subject and transmitted interest, curiosity, and joy for learning and subject related tasks.” Burn for your subject, and show it.

**BEST PRACTICES: STRATEGIES AROUND DISRUPTIVE EMOTIONS**

As relevant emotions can enhance learning, so too can extraneous emotions disrupt learning. If students are anxious, discouraged, or offended, these negative emotions can soak up cognitive resources and interfere with learning. Here are some strategies to help.

**Assess Student Work Fairly, Transparently, and With Kindness:** Letter grades reduce motivation, increase anxiety, and students often don’t even read feedback accompanied by disappointing grades. Consider alternatives. From specifications grading to mastery grading to ungrading, faculty are innovating and experimenting, led by pioneers like Jesse Stommel and Susan Blum. Whatever you take or stick to traditional grading, be sure your assessment practices are transparent, fair, and kind.

**On Infamous Trigger Warnings:** Trigger warnings are much maligned, often parodied in memes, and presented as excuses for students to opt out of information that contradicts their worldview. But the practice grows out of work with people who have survived traumas. For them, reminders can evoke anxiety, even panic attacks. I think higher education would greatly benefit from untangling the definition of trigger warnings and their practice. In the meantime, it is up to individual instructors whether or not to use them. As someone who is emotionally sensitive and greatly appreciates the “viewer discretion advised” warnings on television shows, I issue a gentle heads-up whenever I know a reading or discussion will touch on topics like rape, suicide, or violence. I have had students thank me for it afterward.

**Humans and Honeybees**

Human beings are not just social creatures, we are ultraclassical creatures. We evolved to share physical and emotional resources and build a shared sense of meaning. We also are powerfully motivated by these communities, working harder on group-set goals and craving acceptance and belonging. Your classroom is a social setting. You and your students work together on shared goals, join together regularly, give each other feedback, and learn from each other. A good sense of community can set the stage for effective learning, while a poor sense can do the opposite—and I’m sure we’ve all had experiences on this continuum. From students resenting assignments to hyperbonding with each other and deciding the instructor is unfair, communities gone wrong lead to poor experiences for all. Tending to your class’ sense of community is a worthwhile endeavor.

It is critical that all members of your community feel equally welcome, equally important to the endeavors of the classroom, no matter what their age, race, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, or gender identity.

**How to Do It:** Investigate options for encouraging participation. There are numerous guides and tips for innovative ways to solicit student contributions. Use active learning techniques like think/pair/share, small group discussions, and jigsaw activities. For tips on including all students through inclusive teaching practices, check out the wonderful guide in *The Chronicle of Higher Education* by Viji Sathy and Kelly Hogan.

**The Storytelling Ape**

Famed fantasy author Terry Pratchett once called human beings “the storytelling ape,” and there is a fair amount of evidence that weaving information into narratives makes that information more compelling, under-
standable, and memorable. Stories also evoke emotion.

**HOW TO DO IT:** Case studies, anecdotes, stories of famous discoveries: stories are already woven throughout our disciplines. You just have to find them. Then, effectively work them into our classes through role-playing, perhaps. Extensive literature also suggests the use of self-disclosure in the classroom. Indeed, students report that your sharing of your own journey and struggles is transformative.

**ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:**

**ISSUES TO CONSIDER: BUT WHAT ABOUT....**

Having talked about these ideas on many campuses and at many conferences, I bet I can anticipate some of your questions and concerns.

**TOO MUCH EMOTION?**
I wrote most of The Spark of Learning in 2015, which was quite a different cultural atmosphere. Today, many people tell me they need strategies to dial down student passions and help them navigate tricky debates and discussions. In brief, I recommend the excellent book *Start Talking: A Handbook for Engaging in Difficult Dialogues in Higher Education*, edited by Kay Landis, the outcome of very smart people testing ideas and writing together about just this issue.

**TEACHING ONLINE?**
In general, practices like launching sections with emotional hooks or harnessing the power of narrative apply online. For more specifics, check out Marti Cleveland-Innes’ work on social presence in online learning environments, Flower Darby’s work applying emotion to online learning, and Michelle Pacansky-Brock’s thoughts on humanizing online learning.

**MY EMOTIONS?**
Doesn’t it take a lot out of instructors to put on daily performances, summon energy for infectious enthusiasm, strategize emotional hooks for all of your activities, and read the emotional energy in your classroom? Why yes. It does. Practice good self-care, and if you have privilege in your position (e.g., tenured faculty), fight for better resources for junior and contingent faculty.

**TEACHING WHILE INTROVERTED?**
As we discussed, many of us find constant social interaction both intimidating and draining. Luckily, Jessamyn Neuhaus’ *Geeky Pedagogy: A Guide for Intellectuals, Introverts, and Nerds Who Want to Be Effective Teachers* provides a fun and insightful look at how to teach well even if you are a geek, introvert, and/or nerd (GlNs, she affectionately dubs you).
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